Abstract: This paper elaborates on the Random Network Model (RNM) as a mathematical framework for modelling and analyzing the generation of complex networks. Such framework allows the analysis of the relationship between several network characterizing features (link density, clustering coefficient, degree distribution, connectivity, etc.) and entropy-based complexity measures, providing new insight on the generation and characterization of random networks. Some theoretical and computational results illustrate the utility of the proposed framework.
Introduction
The modelling of complex systems via networks or graphs [1] [2] [3] has become a well established research field due to the fact that many different complex systems share some essential common features that can be gathered in a Network Model (NM) [4] . Although network elements can represent very different entities depending on the system being analyzed, still some common characteristics seem to be ubiquitous in many models. For instance, common patterns usually appear in social networks [5] , biology networks [6] , technological networks [7, 8] or information networks [9, 10] .
Most of the common features of these (usually very large) networks rely on statistical properties; hence, some types of NMs have been successfully employed for characterizing such networks.
Starting from the seminal model [11] which served as a baseline for comparative purposes, several more sophisticated models have been proposed to explain the behavior of complex networks [3, 9, 12, 13] .
The characterization of complex networks can be addressed by considering each network either as an isolated and unique entity or as a sample (i.e., an outcome) from a random experiment. The latter perspective is grounded on constructing a probability space (i.e., a probability measure on the space of possible networks); this probability model allows for a compact network characterization and it can be employed for several purposes (e.g., link detection or prediction). In this paper, we formalize this perspective to rigorously define Random Network Models (RNMs) and characterize their properties. The relationship between some network features such as link density, clustering coefficient, degree distribution and connectivity, is analyzed from the point of view of the RNM complexity measured in terms of some defined entropies.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 formalizes the concept of RNM and illustrates some existing network models from this formal perspective. The role of different network properties and their characterization via model-derived random variables is considered in Section 3, with the aim of assessing the role of restrictive network features in the complexity of the corresponding RNMs. In Section 4, the entropy of the RNMs is considered and some theoretical results are presented to illustrate its role in characterizing model complexity. Section 5 addresses the entropies associated with derived random variables (mainly, degree distributions), as alternative measures of complexity and explores their relationship with model entropy. Section 6 presents computational results that illustrate the relationship between the considered network features and complexity. The paper finishes with some concluding remarks in Section 7.
Probability Models for Network Generation: Random Network Models
The simplest random network generation models define a probability space over the the set of all possible networks. Such space can be denoted by (G, Σ G , P), where G is the sample space (or set of possible networks), Σ G corresponds to the set of all possible events, and P is a probability measure on Σ G .
Sample Space
In order to construct G, one has to define the set of elements that characterize any given network. The simplest models are grounded on two sets: V, the set of nodes or vertices, and E, the set of all possible edges or links between elements of V. If |V| = n, then |E| = ( n 2 ). In this context, any network g i is defined by a pair g i := {V, E i }, where E i ⊆ E. Note that in this case |G| = 2 |E| .
Set of Events Σ G
Since G is considered to be a finite set, a natural (and the largest) σ-algebra (set of events) can be defined as Σ G = Power set of G. Note that any property P defined in relation to networks (e.g., being connected, containing triangles, having a given degree k, etc.) is associated with a given element of the set of events (G P ∈ Σ G ) or a subset of the sample space (G P ⊂ G).
Probability Measure
Again, since G is finite, it suffices to define P(g i ), ∀g i ∈ G, all the elementary events. For a fixed set of nodes V, the random network is defined by a set of |E| random variables (the edge indicators of the network). In general, |G| = 2 |E| may be too large for an explicit definition of each P(g i ); hence, manageable laws are desirable for defining P, based on simplifying or regularity assumptions.
Typically, a hypothesis such as distribution uniformity or independence among some variables (considered to represent known properties of the phenomenon to be modelled) are employed, allowing for an easier construction or definition of P. In the following, we illustrate different simplifying procedures for constructing different P measures or distributions.
Following the standard notation in random variables, when considering an RNM, we will denote by G the general outcome of the random experiment, whereas we will denote by g i a specific sample network outcome. It is important to note that a given sample g i , obtained as the sample outcome from a specific RNM, could have been obtained as the sample outcome from a different model (having a different P measure or distribution). Hence, typical expressions such as g i "being a type 1 network" should be qualified to "g i being a network generated from a type 1 model".
In the following subsections, we illustrate some known network models from the RNM perspective.
2.3.1. Erdös-Renyi (ER) Model [14] This network generating procedure is grounded on a uniformity assumption. It considers G as the set of networks with n vertices, and it defines:
where G m is the set of networks having m edges, whose size is given by |G m | = (
Networks created following the ER procedure (i.e., following the ER model) are usually called ER networks. We claim that they should be labeled as networks obtained from the ER model. [15] This RNM considers that each of the edge indicators is a Bernoulli random variable with probability p (with same value of p for each link). The number of edges in the networks generated by this model follows a Binomial distribution with parameters |E| and p. Hence, the probability of a network g i , having set of edges E i , is:
Gilbert Model
Note that the distribution of P G , conditioned to g i having a fixed number of edges |E i | = m (i.e., g i ∈ G m ), becomes:
thus being equivalent in such case to the ER model. Both Gilbert and ER models tend to be confused frequently in the existing literature.
Random Networks with Hidden Variables
In these models, the probabilities associated with the establishment of links between pairs of nodes depend on some hidden variables [16, 17] . As a special case, Range or Distance Dependent Random Graphs [18, 19] consider that each edge e i indicator is a Bernoulli random variable with probability p i = f (r i ), where r i is the range (i.e., a measure that can represent, for instance, a physical or a social distance) between the pair of nodes linked by e i . These RNMs generalize the previous Gilbert model. [20] These models are based on the generation of matrices via Kronecker products, being mathematically tractable while generating networks with desired structural properties (heavy tail distribution, densification, etc.).
Kronecker Graphs

Exponential Random Graphs Models (ERGMs) [21]
Random Networks can be generally modelled by:
where θ is a vector of parameters and s is a vector of features (sufficient statistics). In general, for any type of random network distribution, the size of s could be huge, each component gathering information associated with any arbitrary subset of nodes in the network. ERGM models are grounded on some simplifying assumptions that allow for an easy definition or characterization of P via conditional probabilities. This fact guarantees that the definition of the distribution only requires a reduced set {s 1 , . . . , s k } of features, which allows for a good practical applicability.
ERGMs can be seen as a type of Markov Graph [22] , which defines a sub-family of distributions (or measures) for graphs with even stronger simplifying conditional independence properties. A random graph is a Markov Graph if non-incident edges (i.e., edges between disjoint pairs of nodes) are independent conditional on the rest of the graph. The Markov Graph assumption guarantees that the the set {s 1 , . . . , s k } of features only needs to consider triangles and k-stars. (Note that the term Markov Network or Markov Field is also employed when considering dependence graphs for random variables; here, we use the term to refer to families of distributions on networks.).
Inference of Random Network Models
If we consider a given network to be a sample from an RNM, strong assumptions (i.e., inductive bias) must be imposed for carrying out a model inference from that single sample network (a similar circumstance shows up when addressing parameter estimation for vector joint distributions by making use of a single or few vector samples). Such estimation procedures can be carried out if strong simplifying assumptions are assumed in the model: e.g., some components (in our case, sub-networks) may be considered as having the same distribution, or some Markov type properties may be assumed in the joint distributions.
Inference of Markov Graphs
The Markov Graph model assumption provides a strong inductive bias which also allows for model inference from a single sample (network). Usually, the inference procedure to obtain P is carried out as follows: the ERGM structure is assumed on P and, given a (sample) network and a set s of chosen features (number of links, number of triangles, etc.), a maximum likelihood estimate for θ is constructed. The resulting network distribution model maximizes the likelihood of the sample network and all networks with the same features s [23] . This fundamental procedure can be applied to a whole family of models [24] . Nevertheless, the standard likelihood techniques for the Markov models are not immediately applicable because of the complicated functional dependence of the normalizing constant on the parameters. Hence, practical estimation procedures need to perform a sampling in the network (which could also be interpreted as analyzing an appropriate sub-network) via, for instance, Gibbs sampling [25] , pseudo-likelihood techniques [26] , or stochastic approximation based procedures [27, 28] .
In the following sections, we will try to characterize some network features and their relationship with the RNM, with the aim of helping to estimate the nature and complexity of such model.
Network Properties and Derived Random Variables: Complexity of Successive Approximation Models
Network Properties and Derived Random Variables
Given an RNM, different properties can be imposed to the model, many of them being associated with random variables that can be derived from the RNM. For example, any quantifiable property or feature f that can be defined on a sample network (e.g., number of links, number of triangles, node average degree, connectivity as a zero/one variable, etc.) can be characterized via a corresponding random variable F defined as follows: Definition 1. Let (G, Σ G , P) be the RNM probability space. We define the random variable F as the following P-measurable function:
where f (g) is a function that computes a quantifiable property (number of links, number of triangles, sample average degree, connectivity, etc.) in graph g. We denote F as the Random Network Model Feature random variable.
As an example, besides the standard variables corresponding to the number of links (associated with link density) and number of triangles (associated with clustering coefficient), we can also define the Bernoulli variable denoted connectivity that is constructed with f such that f (g) = 0 if g is disconnected and f (g) = 1 if g is connected.
A special definition has to be developed when referring to the degree distribution property.
Degree Distribution Associated with an RNM
Given an RNM, we can consider generating a sample network according to such model, and randomly selecting a node of such sample network in order to check its degree. Since such degree random variable is derived from the model, it will be designated as the Random Network Model Degree (RNMD).Formalizing this procedure, the RNMD can be derived from the RNM as follows: Definition 2. Let (G, Σ G , P) be the RNM probability space, and let (V, Σ V , P u ) be a probability space on the set of nodes V where P u is the uniform probability measure. Then, let us consider the product measurable space (G × V, Σ G ⊗ Σ V , P × P u ). We define the random variable K as the following measurable function:
where d(g, v) is the degree of node v ∈ V in graph g. We denote K as the Random Network Model Degree (RNMD) random variable, and Prob(K = k) = p(k), the distribution of K, is denoted as the Random Network Model Degree Distribution (RNMDD).
Degree Distribution of a Sample Network
We can finally define an additional random variable that leads to the commonly denoted degree distribution of a network g i : Definition 3. Let (G, Σ G , P) be an RNM probability space with corresponding RNMD random variable K (as defined in 2). Let g i be a sample network from the model. The random variable K | G = g i is the degree variable associated with sample network g i . The distribution of K | G = g i is the usually denoted degree distribution of network g i .
Given a sample network g i , we may want to estimate the degree distribution associated with the model that generated g i , by computing the "empirical" degree distribution of g i . In Sections 4 and 5, the entropies associated with the RNM and some of these distributions will be analyzed as a means of characterizing RNM complexity.
Successive Approximation Models
If we impose a network to satisfy some specific properties (i.e., some features), the corresponding RNM complexity is affected by such restrictions [29] [30] [31] . In [29, 30] , the concept of network ensembles is proposed, based on a statistical mechanics approach, to characterize random networks. These network ensembles can be characterized by their entropy, which, in the simplest case, evaluates the cardinality of networks in the ensemble. In [30] , approximate expressions for the cardinality associated with different models (satisfying several restrictions) are provided under some simplifying assumptions (sparse networks with structural cutoff). Alternatively, in [31] , the dk-series methodology is proposed to define a series of null models of random network ensembles.
Hence, given a real network, a sequence of RNMs (or, in the simplest version, networks ensembles) can be considered, where each subsequent model gets more restrictive by imposing an additional structural property or feature (link density, clustering coefficient, degree sequence, etc.) shared with the real network. Such sequence can be interpreted as a means of approximating the model that may best characterize the given network. The evolution of the entropy of these subsequent RNMS quantifies how restrictive the additional constraints become.
A standard first approximation model is usually defined by imposing some density of links in the network. A hard condition may impose, for instance, a fixed number of links, let us say m (e.g., the ER model). This restriction would reduce the total set of possible networks that can be generated (according to the newly restricted model), from the whole set G to G m . On the other hand, a soft condition may assign a probability to each network depending only on its number of links (e.g., the Gilbert model). In this case, the total number of networks that can be generated is not reduced, but their corresponding probability is modified, usually reducing also the complexity of the RNM. This reduction can be measured, for instance, via some complexity measures such as the entropy, as it will be shown in the following Section 4.
Following this reasoning, in a following stage, new restrictions can be imposed to our model, such as the network having a given number of triangles or clustering coefficient. These new restrictions, again, will either reduce the set of possible outcomes or unbalance the probability distribution, hence usually reducing the entropy of the new corresponding model.
Other interesting features considered in this paper are the degree distribution and the connectivity of the network. The degree distribution will show to be a very useful feature since, in general, its entropy is related to the entropy of the RNM. Finally, we will also see that connectivity is strongly dependent on the link density and the clustering coefficient.
Entropy of RNMs
In this section, the entropy associated with random network generation models is analyzed. The entropy of random network generation models is computed as the entropy of the generating probability space. Given a probability space (G, Σ G , P) as a model underlying the generation of graphs, the entropy [32] of such model is given by:
and it is measured in bit units. For example, if we have no a priori knowledge about the model, we may have to assume that any network can be generated with equal probability 1 |G| , so that the entropy of this uniform model is:
which corresponds to the maximum entropy that we can attain for any P defined in such pair (G, Σ G ) corresponding to networks with n vertices. The ER model (1) with n nodes and m links has entropy:
whereas the Gilbert model with n nodes and link probability p has entropy [33] :
where . Nevertheless, they are different and they systematically satisfy the following relationship:
Proof. Let us consider the known bound:
If we consider i = ( n 2 ) and j = m, taking base-2 logarithms on both sides, we obtain the first inequality. The second inequality is directly obtained from the fact that H(p) ≤ 1, ∀p ∈ [0, 1] (note that H(p) reaches its maximum value at p = 0.5, when the Gilbert model corresponds to the uniform distribution and H G = H U ).
Entropy Reduction via Restrictions in the RNM
Some network generation algorithms may follow several steps in the construction procedure. For instance, they may initially create a network with a given number of links (first step), and then, they would apply a rewiring step so that while the number of links is preserved, new network features are imposed (e.g., to increase the number of triangles, and hence the resulting clustering coefficient). In this section, we characterize the entropy reduction caused by the restrictions imposed at each step.
Let us consider an RNM M 1 defining a P 1 distribution on G so that we can partition G into sets G s ⊂ G, s ∈ S such that P(g i ) = p s , ∀g i ∈ G s . In such case, we have that
where the last inequality becomes strict whenever there exist s 1 , s 2 ∈ S such that p s 1 = p s 2 . Model M 1 applies, for instance, when networks with the same number of links are generated with the same probability.
We consider now a new model M 2 that preserves each of the ensemble G s probabilities, while redefining the probability distribution within each G s , as a result of priorizing new properties of the network. For instance, M 2 can model a two-step sample network generation procedure which initially creates a sample from M 1 and then modifies it (e.g., via rewiring). In such context, one can prove the following result: Lemma 2. Let us consider model M 2 such that it defines a P distribution satisfying p (G s ) = p(G s ) for all s ∈ S. Then:
Proof. Since ∑ g i ∈G s p (g i ) = |G s |p s , then, based on Jensen's inequality, we have:
Therefore:
In general, the computation of H must be performed based on analytical knowledge of the generation model. In the case that the network size is small enough, Monte Carlo simulations could be carried out to estimate such entropy.
In the following section, the entropies of derived variables (especially degree distributions) are considered as an alternative way to more easily characterize network complexity.
Entropies Associated with Derived Variables and Degree Distributions
The entropy of RNM derived variables can also be employed as an indirect measure of model complexity. For example, the entropy of the number of links variable is zero for the ER model (H nl ER = 0, since it always generates networks with a prescribed number m of links), whereas the entropy of such a variable for the Gilbert model is given by:
Similarly, the entropy of the Bernoulli variable connectivity can also be computed. In the following, we will focus on the entropies associated with degree distributions.
Entropies of Degree Distributions
In Section 3, the Random Network Model Degree Distribution (RNMDD) was defined as an alternative feature to the standard (sample) degree distribution corresponding to a specific sample network. Both degree distribution concepts are analyzed here considering some associated entropy measures and how they relate to the entropy of the random network generation model considered in the previous section.
One can define the entropy associated with RNMDD as:
This entropy can be seen as an indicator of the average network heterogeneity from the connectedness point of view, since it measures the diversity of the link distribution. If we consider the ER network generation model, the associated RNMD variable K follows a hyper-geometric distribution:
, for max{0,
which can be approximated, under the corresponding assumptions, by Binomial and Poisson distributions:
).
On the other hand, if we consider the Gilbert network generation model, the associated RNMD variable K follows a binomial distribution: 
, ∀m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n 2 }.
This result can be intuitively justified since, while P ER and P G are similar in shape, the support of P G is larger than the support of P ER .
In general, the computation of H d requires a knowledge of the RNM, which is not always available. As an alternative, we can compute the entropy of the empirical distribution (see Section 3.1.2) as an estimator of H d . In general, the quality of such estimations will depend on the properties of the model.
Other Measures of Sample Entropies
For the sake of completeness, other measures of entropies are commented on in this subsection. All of them have been considered in the context of sample networks. These definitions could be extended to the RNM in a similar manner as it has been done above for the standard degree distribution entropy.
In [34, 35] , the remaining (outward) degree distribution,
, of a sample network is proposed. The use of the remaining degree distribution helps for the estimation of degree-degree correlations and hence the network assortativeness. In [35] , the (empirical) entropy associated with such remaining degree distribution is analyzed for power law distributions, showing that the increase of the exponent (and the decrease of the cutoff) leads to a reduction of the entropy for the sample network.
In [36] , the entropy based on the distribution of the length of cycles is proposed. Such distribution provides information about the existing feedback in the network, and it may indirectly measure the network ability to store information within the network cycles. In general, such distribution seems to be change little with respect to network modifications.
Computational Estimations
In this section, link density, clustering coefficient, degree distributions and connectivity are computed and comparatively analyzed in order to illustrate their relationship with RNM complexity. The fundamental simulations have been performed by imposing varying values of the link density and triangle density parameters in ERGMs. Figure 1 displays the entropy of 5-node RNMs as a function of the link and triangle density parameters. High values of entropy correspond with orange colors. Note that the maximum entropy is mainly reached for a medium number of edges and triangles. If too few or too many links are imposed, the RNM entropy is reduced. Such maximum does not change significantly if the required number of triangles is reduced, but it drops drastically if a larger number of triangles is imposed. Figure 2 displays the average sample degree entropy of 5-node RNMs as a function of the link and triangle density parameters. Note that the results are quite similar to the ones obtained in Figure 1 . This result suggests that high (low) values of sample degree entropy correspond with high (low) values of model entropy. Figure 3 displays, for a set of 5-node RNMs generated with varying triangle densities, the relationship between the model entropy and its average sample degree entropy. The orange color indicates the level of the triangle density parameter associated with each model. Note that, for large triangle densities, both entropies tend to follow a linear relationship, which may be distorted only for some networks with a reduced triangle density. These results support the above claimed correlation between sample degree entropy and model entropy. 
Conclusions
A mathematical framework has been proposed for analyzing Random Network Models (RNMs) and for characterizing their complexity. Such framework allows the study of several network properties or features (link density, clustering coefficient, degree distribution, connectivity), and their relationship with the RNM complexity. For doing so, different entropy measures have been evaluated and their relationship has been assessed. The sample degree distribution entropy has shown to be correlated with the RNM entropy, providing a practical measurable indicator of complexity in real networks.
